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DAY 01 : INDIA – PARIS
Arrive Paris Airport (by own Arrangement). 
Later arrive at the hotel and check in ( by own) Tour
Manager will meet the group at hotel.
Packed Dinner Included
Overnight Stay in Paris

Dinner

DAY 02 : PARIS
Guided City Tour of Paris l Eiffel Tower 2nd Level l
River Siene Cruise
After continental breakfast we proceed for a Guided
City Tour of Paris. See the Alexander Bridge, Arc de
Triomphe, Concorde Square, Opera House, Invalides
and Champs Elysees.
Later we visit the City’s most iconic landmark – The
Eiffel Tower. Get a bird’s eye view from atop the 2nd
level and get mesmerized by the sights. Later Indian
Lunch at the Restaurant.
Later cruise down the Seine enjoy magical movement
sights as you past through illuminated landmarks like
the Louvre, Notre Dame Cathedral, and the Eiffel Tower.
Indian Dinner at the restaurant. 
Overnight Stay in Paris

Continental Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner 
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09 Nights-10 Days



DAY 05 : SWITZERLAND
Black Forest l Rhine Falls
After a delightful breakfast at the hotel, Drive to the
heart of the Black Forest known for its dense,
evergreen forests and picturesque villages. You will
be enthralled at the scenic beauty of the quaint
villages in the heart of Black Forest region. Witness a
demonstration of how cuckoo clocks are made. Later
Indian Lunch at the restaurant
Sit back and enjoy the scenic drive towards
Switzerland.
Later visit Schaffhausen, where you see the
magnificent Rhine Falls - Europe's biggest and most
spectacular falls. Enjoy Rhine Falls with 15 Minutes
Boat Ride.
Later drive towards an Indian Restaurant for dinner.
Proceed towards the hotel for check in and relax.
Overnight Stay in Zurich

Continental Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner 
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DAY 03 : PARIS- SWITZERLND
After continental breakfast, we enjoy a scenic drive to Switzerland, a breathtakingly beautiful land-locked
country in Central Europe famous for its scenic Alps and its rolling hills, plains, and lakes. Enroute Indian
Lunch at the Restaurant.
Indian Dinner at the restaurant. 
Overnight Stay in Zurich

Continental Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner 

DAY 04 : SWITZERLAND
Mt. Titlis l Orientation tour of Lucerne
After continental breakfast, Today enjoy amazing
scenery, a once in a lifetime experience with an
exhilarating trip to the top of Mt Titlis With the Lunch
on Trubsee at 3020 metres on various cable cars
including Rotair, the world's first revolving cable car.
Get a breathtaking unrestricted 360 degrees stunning
view of the dazzling snow capped peak, deep
crevasses and pristine white snow fields, dotted with
massive ice boulders from every angle. Do not forget
to visit the "Cliff Walk" , the highest suspension bridge
in Europe along the cliff of Mt.Titlis. 
Later proceed on an orientation tour of Lucerne, one
of the most beautiful cities in Switzerland. Visit the
Lion Monument, Kapell Brucke with some free time to
shop for famous Swiss watches, knives and chocolate.
Dinner at Indian Restaurant.
Transfer back to the hotel.
Overnight Stay in Zurich

Continental Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner



DAY 06: SWITZERLAND – AUSTRIA
Vaduz l Swarovski Crystal Museum l Orientation tour
of Innsbruck
Continental breakfast at your hotel.
Check out of the hotel. Relax in your coach as you
take a scenic drive to Innsbruck.
En route, arrive in Vaduz, the capital of Liechtenstein,
a tiny principality nestled between Switzerland and
Austria. It lies entirely within the Alps and covers an
area of just sixty-two square miles. Liechtenstein is
the sixth smallest independent nation in the world. It
follows a policy of neutrality and is one of the few
countries in the world that maintains no military.
Later Indian Lunch at the restaurant.
Next proceed to Wattens, to visit the Swarovski World
of Crystals and marvel at the crystalline works of art.
Later enjoy an orientation tour of the beautiful city,
Innsbruck. See the Golden Roof with its fire gilded
copper tiles, a characteristic landmark of Innsbruck,
walk down cobblestone pathways of Maria Theresien
Strasse. Proceed towards an Indian Restaurant for
dinner.
Later, drive to the hotel and check in. 

Continental Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner 
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DAY 07 : INNSBRUCK – VENICE 
St. Mark’s Square 
Continental Breakfast at your hotel.
Check out of your hotel and travel towards Venice. 
and Enjoy Indian lunch at the Restaurant. Later
proceed towards Venice. Venice is the city of Beautiful
Monuments, Serpentine Canals, a city that inspired
poetry and passion through the ages.
Arrive at the pier in Venice, where we board a boat.
Enjoy your ride while you sail over the Giudecca
Canal, to arrive at St. Mark's Square - the main square
of Venice. View St Mark's Basilica - one of the best
examples of Byzantine architecture. 
We return to the pier and later transfer to an Indian
Restaurant for dinner.
After dinner, transfer to the hotel and check in.

Continental Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner 

Orientation tour of Florence l Leaning tower of Pisa
Continental Breakfast at your hotel.
After breakfast, we will check-out from the hotel and
leave for Florence. It is the city of Renaissance, known
for the rich art and culture of works that were
influenced by classical style throughout the 14th to 16th
centuries. On arrival in Florence, we will do walking tour
of Florence. We will see the Duomo of Florence the
largest brick dome ever created, along with photo
shops at Basilica of Santa Croce, the final burial place
of Michelangelo, statue of David replica famous Ponte
Vecchio Bridge on the Arno River and the Piazzale 
 

DAY 08 : VICENZA – FLORENCE – PISA 
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Michealangelo. Later Indian Lunch at Indian Restaurant. 
continue driving to see the Leaning Tower of Pisa. This world wonder is a typical sight when you’re at the Square
of Miracles or Piazza dei Miracoli. The square is also where you can see the Cathedral of St. Mary of the
Assumption, the Monumental Cemetery, the Baptistry, and the Sinopie Museum. Many may not know that the
construction of the Duomo here began in the 11th century!
Proceed towards an Indian Restaurant for dinner.
Transfer to the hotel and check in.
Overnight Stay in Pisa

Continental Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner

DAY 09 : PISA- ROME 
Vatican City l Guided tour of Rome with photo stop at
Colosseum
Continental Breakfast at your hotel. Check out from the
hotel proceed towards the eternal city of Rome. After
reach Rome Enjoy Indian Lunch at the Restaurant. Later
Enjoy a guided city tour of Rome with an expert English-
speaking local guide. Next visit the Vatican City - the
smallest country in the world (Please note shorts or
sleeveless vests are not allowed). Visit the divinely
beautiful basilica of St. Peter's Basilica. Get mesmerized
by the works of Michelangelo and Bernini.
Later we continue the drive to view the magnificent
Colosseum (photostop), a vast amphitheater that is still
well preserved. Next, Visit the beautiful Trevi Fountains.
The Legend says that tossing a coin over your shoulder
gets you back to Rome.
Transfer to an Indian Restaurant for dinner. 
Later transfer to the hotel and check in.
Overnight Stay in Rome

Continental Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner

DAY 10 : ROME – INDIA
Return back
After continental breakfast Check out transfer to the airport for your scheduled departure. (by own
Arrangement).



PACKAGE INCLUSIONS:
Driver Tips 
Hotel accommodations 3star and 4star in outskirts or airport area
Except for the First day and last day for airport arrival and departure, the tour will conduct entirely by coach
Guided tour of Paris
Guided tour of Venice Island
Guided tour of Rome and Vatican City
02 nights of lodging in Paris
03 nights of lodging in Zurich
01 nights of lodging in Innsbruck
01 nights of lodging in Vicenza
01 nights of lodging in Pisa
01 nights of lodging in Rome
Throughout the tour, a Hindi and English speaking tour manager will be in charge
Breakfast served in accordance with Hotel Policy
Entry ticket to level two of the Eiffel Tower in Paris
Cruise on the Seine River in Paris
Excursion to Mt. Titlis with Ice Flyer
Boat ride on the Rhine falls in Switzerland
Entry ticket to Swarovski Crystal World Museum 
Return water taxi from Tronchetto to San Marco 
Entry ticket to St. peter Basilica
Hotel city tax included

Hotels
Hotel B&B / Campanile/ Mercure /Novotel or similar in Paris
Hotel Dormero /Ibis / B&B / Du Parc or similar in Zurich
Hotel Alpen Konige / Alpenhof / Belmont / Hotel Edelweiss or similar in Innsbruck
Hotel Alfa Fiera/ Key Hotel / Best Western/ or similar in Vicenza
Hotel B&B/ Euro Hotel / Casa Betania / or similar in Pisa
Hotel SHG / PRINCPIE / B&B / Best Western or similar in Rome


